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Beamish and Mahnken (2001) proposed that most natural mortality of Pacific salmon during the marine life
history phase was size-dependent and occurs in two major episodes. The first phase of mortality was suggested to
be predation based and occurs after the smolts enter the ocean, with other studies on salmonids typically reporting
relatively high mortality after initial ocean entry (Parker 1968, Hartt 1980). The second phase of mortality was
suggested to occur in the fall and winter of the first year in the ocean, when those individuals that have not attained a
critical size die because they are unable to meet minimum metabolic requirements (Beamish and Mahnken 2001).
Beamish et al. (2004) indicated that Pacific salmon had to achieve a sufficient size by the end of the first marine
summer to be able to survive the metabolic demands during a period of energy deficit in the late fall and winter.
If evaluation of differences in frequency distributions of individuals with different scale circulus spacing is a
valid way to infer size-selective mortality of juveniles, then a number of predictions can be made with respect to the
distribution of individuals with different circulus spacing within the population. First, there should be a positive
correlation between circulus spacing and body size both within and among sampling periods, as individuals with
wider circulus spacing are imputed to be faster growing and thus larger. Next, if circulus spacing is a permanent
record of growth, there should be a wide range of circulus spacing within the population of juveniles sampled during
the first marine summer, but during the late fall and winter as hypothesized size-selective mortality occurs,
individuals with narrow circulus spacing should disappear from the population as they were unable to attain the
critical size necessary for survival during the first winter of ocean residence. There should be little identification of
individuals later in the life cycle with circulus spacing unobserved during the first summer of rearing, merely a
change in the relative frequencies of circulus spacing observed in the juvenile population during the first summer of
rearing. Therefore, one should expect that the range of circulus spacing in the population should be greater during
the first summer of marine rearing than later in the life cycle, and that the variance in circulus spacing within the
population should be greater in the first summer than later in the life cycle.
Under the assumption that size-selective mortality would operate on the smaller members of the juvenile
population, we investigated the expected distribution of the scale circulus index and the associated descriptive
statistics of the distribution under expectations that failure to achieve a critical minimum would remove up to 80%
of the existing population. As the projected juvenile mortality rate increased, the mean of the scale index of the
remaining (adult) population increased, the range of the scale index declined, as did the standard deviation of the
index. The skewness of the distribution of the index values of the remaining individuals increased positively, with
higher values observed under more extensive mortality scenarios.
If size-selective mortality is operating on the smaller individuals in the juvenile population, then one should
observe a shift in the frequency distribution of the scale index towards values associated with larger individuals. It
is expected then that the scale circulus index of the adults should fall within the range of the index observed for the
juveniles, but as juveniles with smaller values of the index are selectively removed from the population, then the
range of the index observed in the adult population should be less than observed in the juveniles, and thus variance
will be lower. There should also be higher positive values of skewness of the distribution in the adult population
compared with the juvenile population.
Bond et al. (2008) compared the size distributions of hatchery-reared steelhead (O. mykiss) smolts sampled
immediately before release with the back-calculated size at ocean entry of surviving adults from the same cohort.
All adults in the sample displayed back-calculated fork lengths that were observed in the smolts upon release, and
the back-calculated lengths were a subset of those observed in the smolts, with a shift in the frequency distribution
of size towards values associated with larger individuals. These results illustrate what would be expected if the
smaller individuals in the smolt population experienced size-selective mortality. We suggest that the key here was
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that the juvenile samples were representative of the entire population, as the juveniles were sampled before hatchery
release, and the returning adults must necessarily have been derived from the sampled juvenile population.
Some studies occur where the juvenile sample was obtained not from a hatchery prior to release of the
juveniles, but instead was obtained by sampling juveniles after they had been rearing for a period of time in the
ocean. Beamish et al. (2004) measured mean intercirculus spacing of the first 10 marine circuli of coho salmon in
the Strait of Georgia in British Columbia, with juveniles sampled in September and November of their first year of
ocean rearing (marine age 0). The results display the opposite results to those expected under a size-selective
mortality environment directed at the smaller members of the population. The range and variance of the scale index
values of the marine age-1 individuals were actually larger than those of the age-0 individuals, and skewness of the
distribution actually declined, indicative of relatively more marine age-1 individuals with narrow circulus width
spacing than would be expected.
Moss et al. (2005) measured distances from the scale focus to specific circulus for three hatchery populations
of pink salmon in Prince William Sound, Alaska. Size-selective mortality was inferred by comparing the frequency
and means of scale radius length classes at specific circulus for juveniles from the hatcheries sampled in July,
August, and September in the year of release with that of adults that returned to the three hatcheries the following
year. If substantial size-selective mortality were present between the juvenile and adult life history stages, then most
adults in the sample should display circulus width values observed in the juvenile population, and the range and
variance of the adult circulus spacing values should decline. It seems likely that the juveniles sampled were not
representative of the whole population and underestimated the presence of the larger pink salmon that were resident
in the ocean but unavailable to the summer and fall sampling regime, resulting in an overestimation of the impact of
size-selective mortality on the populations.
A fundamental question to answer is how it is possible that adults derived from a juvenile population
displayed values greater than the maximum observed in the juvenile population. One possible explanation is that the
larger-sized individuals in the juvenile population were not available to be sampled when the initial distribution of
the scale circulus values in the juvenile population was determined. The larger-sized individuals could have
selectively moved from the geographic sampling area (Beacham et al. 2014, 2016, 2017), or they could have moved
deeper in the water column making them unavailable to the sampling gear. It is possible that larger-sized juveniles
were not available to be sampled as juveniles, but were available to be sampled as adults, resulting in observed scale
circulus values outside of the range observed in juveniles. As outlined by Beacham et al. (2017), movement of
larger-sized juvenile coho salmon likely from the Strait of Georgia did occur prior to the collection of first ocean
year individuals by Beamish et al. (2004), and thus there was little support for the hypothesis that coho salmon
experienced size-selective mortality and had to achieve a sufficient size (the “critical” size) by the end of the first
marine summer or fall to be able to survive during the winter of their first year of ocean rearing.
Size-selective mortality is often invoked as an important driver of population dynamics of Pacific salmon
(Beamish et al. 2004), so much so that the concept has been introduced of the necessity of obtaining a “critical size”
by the fall of the first year of ocean rearing in order to ensure survival over the winter (Beamish and Mahnken
2001), a potential second “critical period” (Howard et al. 2016). There is no doubt that there can be substantial
mortality of Pacific salmon during their first year of ocean residence. However, in order to invoke size selection as
an important driver of this mortality, we suggest that it is necessary to demonstrate that size-selective mortality
directed towards the smaller members of the population can account for a substantial portion of the observed
mortality. With respect to size, a critical size implies that the individuals must attain this size or die; for a size to be
defined as “critical,” it must be demonstrated that the proportion of the population failing to attain this size by the
specified period can account for the observed mortality. Studies that employ scale characteristics to infer sizeselective mortality need to show that all scale index classes in the adult population were indeed present in the
juvenile population, and that the adult scale classes were a subset of those present in the juvenile population.
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